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Liquid Motors and MyDealerOnline® Announce Partnership To Bring More
Exposure For Wholesale Inventory

The partnership allows Liquid Motors customers (auto dealerships, wholesalers, independent
auctions, and commercial accounts) to include their vehicles on dealer’s websites. When a
consumer contacts the dealer to buy one of these vehicles, the dealer has a direct link to buy the
vehicle from online wholesale marketplaces.

DALLAS (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Liquid Motors, a provider of comprehensive Internet marketing
solutions for the automotive industry, and MyDealerOnline, a provider of the only product on the market that
allows car dealers to broker wholesale auto auction inventory straight from their own websites, today
announced a new partnership, which allows customers using Liquid Motors’ industry-leading, flexible, auto
remarketing solutions to gain exposure for their inventory on the dealer’s websites that are leveraging
MyDealerOnline’s product.

The partnership allows Liquid Motors customers (auto dealerships, wholesalers, independent auctions, and
commercial accounts) to include their vehicles on dealer’s websites. When a consumer contacts the dealer to
buy one of these vehicles, the dealer has a direct link to buy the vehicle from online wholesale marketplaces.

“Leveraging consumer demand to get dealers to buy a certain product is a concept that has proven to work, such
as is the case with CARFAX vehicle history reports,” says Michael Daseke, CEO of Liquid Motors. “In our
extensive experience in retail and wholesale remarketing of vehicles on the Internet, garnering more exposure,
more potential buyers viewing the vehicle on more websites results in selling the vehicles faster and for more
money.”

MyDealerOnline provides dealers with a greater inventory selection without additional floor plan expenses,
investment in working capital, or overhead. Contrary to defunct solutions like Beepi, designed to bypass
dealers, MyDealerOnline works directly with dealers to help them satisfy consumer demand. MyDealerOnline
helps dealers engage with more consumers by offering greater inventory selection to a wider audience. Since
Liquid Motors’ customers listed over 600,000 vehicles in 2017, this partnership will benefit MyDealerOnline
subscribing dealers by greatly increasing available vehicles inventory for display on their websites.

“We are thrilled to partner with Liquid Motors, a well known player in the auto remarketing space, and offer
MyDealerOnline subscribing dealers an even greater wholesale inventory selection to be included on their own
websites,” says Yury Kaganov, CEO of MyDealerOnline. “Dealers filter available inventory to their liking by
variety of criteria, including the distance from their dealerships. Larger selection Liquid Motors provides will
improve the quantity of the wholesale vehicles available to dealers in each region of the country. Together we
can achieve the ultimate goal of providing the best available tools to sellers, facilitators and dealers in the
remarketing spectrum.”

The companies completed integration in January of 2018. Liquid Motors customers and MyDealerOnline
subscribing dealers can leverage this partnership immediately.

About Liquid Motors (http://www.liquidmotors.com)
Liquid Motors Inc., a Dallas, Texas based corporation, offers the automotive industry a comprehensive Internet
marketing solution designed to maximize exposure and lead generation. We provide wholesale merchandising
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software services to dealers, independent auctions and consignors to reduce the effort to market their vehicles
and garner more exposure on the Internet. For dealers, industry partners and OEM manufacturers, we deliver a
variety of software services that create a competitive advantage in their retail vehicle merchandising by
generating and capturing more cost effective Internet leads using no-cost Internet classifieds, eBay auctions and
listings, leading pay classifieds and dealer websites through the implementation of strategic integration, pricing
analysis, search optimization and marketing, and compelling multimedia.

About MyDealerOnline® (http://www.mydealeronline.com)
MyDealerOnline® is a revolutionary digital product that helps every player in the vehicle remarketing space:
vehicle suppliers get better exposure to their cars; wholesale auctions and marketplaces get higher conversion
rates and shorter sales cycles; car dealers dramatically increase their lead conversion and effectiveness of their
online presence, while helping consumers find the vehicle they want on a car dealer website of their choice.
MyDealerOnline effectively enables dealers to “Sell Before You Buy.”
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Contact Information
JILL GIVENS
LIQUID MOTORS INC.
http://www.liquidmotors.com
+1 (214) 393-2322

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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